May 31, 2020
We have just created a new public survey on Survey Monkey and we would LOVE to see your
feedback.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QL7HMWC
The questions:
Is it PREDATORY for a search engine company to [KNOWINGLY and INTENTIONALLY] create
links to pages that do not exist as the only link to a company's web content for a specific category,
product or service?
What are the appropriate remedies that should be applied when a search engine company is found to
have REPEATEDLY targeted a specific company by creating false, misleading links, and/or bad links
to it's content and/or created links to sabotage the company by linking to a discovered weakness within
the company's website, and simultaneously dispatched tens of thousands of page requests from another
country to exploit that weakness?
We found this link shown on the next page today in Google search results to a “supposed” course
flyover in Iceland at Bildudalur Golf Course:

The link provided by Google is to a course represented to be one of our golf courses from our golf
course hole flyovers page, but supplies url string variables for a course where golftraxx.com has ZERO
hole flyover content, such that NO POSSIBLE LINK COULD EXIST, since the database links ONLY
exists where we do have content.
Let me show you. Below is and extract from the current list of courses where we have hole-by-hole
flyovers for courses. If we had content for the course, the course name Bildudalar Golf Course would
found in the list below, right after Bigbury Golf Club. As you can plainly see, it's not. This means that
the table of data for ALL courses where we have hole flyover data contains NONE for the course.

But wait, you ask, if golftraxx.com has NO DATA for the course, other than the course's name and
address, then then how could a link be created by Google? Unfortunately, this is the NEFARIOUS
part of this story. It CANNOT through ANY normal process of crawling a website. It CANNOT
through any process of indexing a website because it's not in our data. Any crawl of the courses where
we have hole flyovers would NEVER return a result containing this course. Any index of all the pages
on our website containing hole-by-hole or course flyovers would NEVER return the course name in its
results.
Such links can only be made in a DELIBERATE EFFORT by individuals at Google to provide google
users with bad and/or misleading search results about a company to create the impression that our
company does NOT have the data represented.
Of course such DELIBERATE ACTS to deceive are PREDATORY and ILLEGAL and at their core
BREACH the fundamental trust we place in a search engine company to INDEPENDENTLY and
WITHOUT BIAS search the internet and provide ACCURATE links to content.
Below is another current snapshot of this particular course. The scorecard, for which we have not yet
obtained accurate data. While we have over 30,000 courses where we do have data, like ALL OTHER
companies doing golf scorecard, GPS data sites, we ALWAYS are chasing new leads for incomplete
courses.

Why does it matter you may ask. If the links created by Google to YOUR site were
INTENTIONALLY created to paint the wrong picture about YOUR business, what would you feel?
What would you do?
The last POSSIBLE place on our site that could contain any data related to hole flyovers is shown
below. We have no information for the course pertaining to flyovers. Our list of courses where we
have hole-by-hole flyovers contains NO REFERENCE to this course. If you know the course, and can
provide information, we are ALWAYS more than happy to share the information.

NO COMPANY should EVER be allowed to act outside and above the law as Google continues to
operate with respect to its interactions with our website. A company in which we place trust to provide
accurate data has AGAIN breached that trust.
If you would like to contribute to our continuing efforts to stop corporate BULLYING (and help us get
through the Corona Pandemic) PLEASE click here:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/golftraxxcom
Frank DeBenedetti
GolfTraxx.com

